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been intimated, we conceive that sciences of exnerj-
ment do not conduct so obviously as sciences of ob-
servation to the impression of a Divine Legislator
of the material world.

The science of Hydrostatics was constructed in a

great measure by the founders of the sister science
of Mechanics. Of those who were employed in ex

perimentally establishing the principles peculiarly

belonging to the.doctrine of fluids, Pascal nd Boyle
are two of the most eminent names. That these two

great philosophers were not only religious, but both

of them remarkable for their fervent and pervading
devotion, is too well known to be dwelt on. With

regard to Pascal, however, we ought not perhaps to

pass over an opinion of his, that the existence of

God cannot be proved from the external world: "I

do not undertake to prove this," says he, "not only
because I do not feel myself sufficiently strong to find

in nature that which shall convince obstinate atheists,

but because such knowledge without-Jesus Christ is

useless and steril." It is obvious that such a state

of mind would prevent this writer from encouraging

or dwelling upon the grounds of natural religion;

while yet he himself is an example of that which we

wish to illustrate, that those who have obtained the

furthest insight into nature, have been in all ages

firm believers in God. "Nature," he says, in another

place,
"has perfections in order to show that she is

the image of God, and defects in order to show that

she is only his image."*"
Boyle was not only a most pious man as well as a

great philosopher, but he exerted himself very often

and earnestly in his writings to show the bearing

of his natural philosophy upon his views of " the

Divine attributes, and of the government of the

world. Many of these dissertations convey trains of

thought and reasoning which have never been sur

passed
for their combination of judicious sobriety in

* Pensées, Art. viii. 1.
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